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ISWE
• What is ISWE? 

– interoperability between various national single windows; 
– may serve as a channel for exchanging trade related information 

between governmental agencies and businesses.

• ISWE falls within the ambit of trade facilitation
– definitions provided by WTO, UN/CEFACT, OECD
– emphasis on information flows

• Benefits of ISWE: 
– enhanced visibility of supply chains;
– equality of opportunities for business actors;
– growth in trade – the authors studied the ASEAN single window 

that allows exchange of customs declaration and certificate of 
origin on pilot basis.



Have we reached the stage to discuss 
interoperability?

• WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement 
– Article 10.4 of TFA

• Members shall endeavour to establish a "single window" to which a trader can 
submit all documents and/or data required by customs and all other border or 
licensing authorities for the import, export or transit of goods, and from which 
the trader will receive all notifications.

• Members shall use ICT to the extent possible and practicable.

– Article 10.3 of TFA 
• Use of international standards.

• International initiatives for development of standards: 
– UN/CEFACT: Recommendation 33, 34, 35, 36; 
– WCO- How to Build SW Environment; 
– UNCITRAL: Electronic Commerce Model Laws; 
– UNNExT: Single Window Planning and Implementation Guide;
– UNESCAP – Framework Agreement on the Facilitation of Cross-Border 

Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific.



Challenges for 
implementation of ISWE 

• Legal basis for establishing interoperability: multilateral or 
regional?

• Various technological models and organizational structures.

• Legal challenges. 

• Which business model can support the operation and 
maintenance of ISWE?
– who will incur the costs and who are the relevant stakeholders?



Scope of ISWE

• Should ISWE be restricted to and focus only 
on regulatory aspects of trade?

• The arguable merit of implementing ISWE is 
to create a channel for sharing G2G, B2G 
and B2B information.

• Include transport and commercial 
requirements.



Integration of commercial and 
transport requirements in ISWE

• Regulatory aspects of transport already included in single 
windows in certain jurisdictions
– e.g., Maritime Single Window in the EU.

• Commercial aspects enmeshed with transport is not 
included in single windows because there exist
– complex relationship between shippers, freight forwarders, 

carriers, transport authorities, ports, insurers, etc.; 
– lack of legal framework for dematerialized trade documents in 

many jurisdictions;
– A close connection between trade documents and financing.



Dematerialization of trade documents

• Contractual solutions through clubs are already available 
– But SMEs mostly left out from such solutions!

• National solution – e.g., KTNET

• UNCITRAL has created the international legal framework for 
dematerialized trade documents:
– Rotterdam Rules - B/L - Not yet in force;
– Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records - B/L, warehouse receipts, cargo 

insurance certificates, air waybills, etc. – recently adopted by the Commission.

• The exchange of dematerialised information through an open platform is 
incumbent on the successful ratification of the Rotterdam Rules and/or 
the incorporation of the provisions of MLETR in domestic law.



Financing of supply chains

• Large enterprises already use dedicated EDI platforms provided by large logistics 
service providers. 

• Technology based financial solutions, namely supply chain finance, uses enhanced 
visibility created through dematerialized information to finance international 
supply chains.

• What can UNCITRAL do to extend the benefits of visibility to all business actors 
including SMEs?
– Large enterprises achieve trusted transboundary electronic interaction contractually. 
– For SMEs it is necessary to create a governing framework for identity management and trust 

services to facilitate international cross-border interoperability of regulatory and commercial 
information, as envisaged through ISWE.

– UNCITRAL has already initiated work in that area through its Working Group IV. 

• It is to be noted that the efforts of UNCITRAL WG IV on secured transactions and 
of WG I on MSMEs is also relevant for efficient financing of supply chains.



Concluding remarks

• TFA’s entry into force may serve as impetus to engage in the 
preparation of a multilateral Agreement to provide the legal basis 
for ISWE. 

• Recent work of UNESCAP and UN/CEFACT is highly relevant.

• UNCITRAL’s work is key in the integration of commercial and 
transport requirements in ISWE. The business model for ISWE and 
equality of opportunities for business actors who are part of ISWE is 
dependent on the propagation/ creation of such laws.

• Deeper cooperation between international institutions such as 
WTO, WCO, UN/CEFACT, UNNeXT, UNESCAP, UNCITRAL, etc. can 
create synergetic norms in the area of both public and private law
for facilitating trade in the digital era.


